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We have studied the space-time entangled Stokes-anti-Stokes photons generated from a three-level system.
In the presence of counterpropagating pump and control lasers, paired Stokes and anti-Stokes fields are
spontaneously emitted into opposite directions. The two-photon wave packet is generally a convolution of the
phase matching and the third-order nonlinear susceptibility and the feature of the joint temporal correlation is
determined by either of them. When the phase matching plays a major role in determining the spectral width
of biphotons, the two-photon interference exhibits as conventional type-II spontaneous parametric down-
conversion �SPDC�. However, if the spectral width of paired photons is determined by the third-order nonlinear
susceptibility, two types of four-wave mixings �FWMs� destructively interfere and contribute to the two-photon
coincidences. In such a case, the coincidence counting rate appears as a damped Rabi oscillation and exhibits
the photon antibunching. The oscillation frequency is equal to the effective Rabi frequency. We have also
discussed polarization-entanglement generation in a three-state case. It is found that if the phase matching is
crucial in determining the properties of paired Stokes and anti-Stokes photons, the generated state is the same
as the degenerate type-II SPDC. However, if the spectral width is mainly controlled by the resonant linewidths
in the third-order nonlinearity, one can select one FWM to produce polarization-entangled biphotons, but
paired photons from the other FWM process is nonpolarization entangled.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Paired photons occupy an important place in quantum op-
tics, since they have offered quantum optics with one of its
most powerful tools to explore phenomena such as particle
entanglement and the idea of information teleportation, pro-
viding potential applications to quantum information pro-
cessing �1�. In addition, paired photons have become a pow-
erful means to test the interpretation of quantum theory
�2–5�. Many exciting research fields based on entangled pho-
tons have emerged and besides the applications mentioned
above, they also include quantum imaging �6�, quantum li-
thography �7�, and quantum optical measurement �8�.

It has been known for a long time that there is a tie con-
nection between quantum optics and nonlinear optics, and
the process of the nonlinear optical interaction has already
been used to produce the entangled photon pairs. One stan-
dard technique to generate paired photons is to use the spon-
taneous parametric down-conversion �SPDC� �9,10�, in
which a strong pump laser drives the atomic oscillators in a
noncentrosymmetric crystal into a nonlinear region, and then
two down-converted beams are radiated by these oscillators.
The SPDC source has been extensively studied experimen-
tally and theoretically in the last two decades. Recently, a
new type of biphoton resource using the electromagnetically
induced transparency �EIT� �11� and four-wave mixing
�FWM� has attracted much attention in both experiments
�12–15� and theories �16–18�. Compared with the conven-
tional SPDC source, this new resource of entangled photons
has such benefits as narrow spectral width, high conversion
efficiency, long coherence time, and long coherence length.
In the photon coincidence counting detection, it may reveal
the intrinsic information about the biphoton-generation
mechanism from the FWM processes, e.g., the dephasing
rate or the decay rate.

Paired Stokes and anti-Stokes photons generated from a
double-� �four-level� atomic configuration have been theo-
retically analyzed in �16,18�, where optical properties of cor-
related photons have been examined by both perturbation
theory and coupled �Maxwell� field-operator equations. The
EIT effect is built into the anti-Stokes channel so that the
anti-Stokes photons, resonant with the corresponding atomic
transition, can propagate through the medium without almost
absorption and along with a small group velocity. The recent
study about biphotons emitted via a two-level system �15,17�
shows a damped Rabi oscillation and the anti-bunching-like
effect in the two-photon coincidence counting measurement,
which is due to the destructive interference between two
types of FWMs occurring in the medium. It is also pointed
out that the nonlinear coupling coefficients for the coupled
field-operator equations are different than those for the clas-
sical FWM coupled field equations. However, the linear Ray-
leigh scattering of the pump beam limits the visibility in the
second-order quantum coherence function. Using biphotons
generated from a two-level system, a new two-photon beat-
ing experiment �19� has been recently proposed in the reso-
nant pumping case. It is found that in the resonant pumping
case, the linear response to biphotons from each component
in the Mollow triplet is different: the central part propagates
with unity refractive index while two sidebands propagate
with tunable indexes of refraction and vanishing absorption.
This refractive-index difference causes the central part of the
two-photon temporal correlation to switch from the anti-
bunching-like effect to the bunchinglike effect. Twin photons
�entangled Stokes and anti-Stokes� produced via a three-level
system has been recently studied in the experiment �14�.
However, the optical responses �linear and nonlinear suscep-
tibilities� are obtained by replacing the four-level results as
the three-level results. In this paper, we present a rigorous
method to treat the issues of paired photon generation and
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FWM in a three-level double-�-configuration system. The
dynamics of the atomic ensemble is rigorously derived by
adopting the same methodology introduced in �17,20�.

Motivated by the work �15,17�, in �21� we have studied
the FWMs in a three-level system and find that, both the
constructive and destructive interference of the third-order
nonlinear susceptibility of the conjugate field can be realized
by choosing different control-laser detunings. Further, the
polarization of the generated conjugate field is also control-
lable by adjusting the control detuning. In this paper, the
detailed analysis on the spontaneous parametric generation is
made upon the first-order perturbation theory. An example of
a counterpropagation geometry and the backward generation
is provided. We find that there are two types of FWM pro-
cesses contributing to paired Stokes-anti-Stokes generation.
In the large pump-beam detuning, since the nonlinearity is
very small, it allows us to approximate the output state at the
output surface�s� of the material in the two-photon limit by
the time-dependent perturbation theory. Besides, the two-
photon amplitude is of importance in most of biphoton op-
tics. The feature of the coincidence counting rate is found to
be determined by the effects either from the phase matching
or from the third-order nonlinearity. The biphoton wave
packet is generally a convolution of the phase matching and
the third-order nonlinear susceptibility. If the phase matching
is dominant in determining the biphoton wave packet, the
joint detection probability behaves as the type-II SPDC case.
If the paired photon wave packet is mainly governed by the
third-order nonlinearity, the probability shows a damped
Rabi oscillation due to the destructive interference between
two types of FWMs present in the system. The oscillation
frequency is equal to the effective Rabi frequency �e, and
the damping rate is determined by the resonant linewidths for
biphoton generation. The theory agrees with the experimen-
tal data �14� in such a case. Another effort is made to gener-
ate the polarization-entangled Stokes and anti-Stokes pho-
tons in a three-state scheme. It is found that if the phase
matching is much more important in determining the bipho-
ton properties, the polarization entanglement is the same as
the degenerate type-II SPDC and the information about the
two types of paired photons is washed out. However, if the
structure of the third-order nonlinearity is crucial, to create
the polarization entangled state, one needs the postselection
technique by filtering one of FWMs. In this paper, the dis-
cussions are concentrated on the two-photon temporal corre-
lation in the counterpropagating geometry. The transverse
properties of paired photons can be studied by following the
analysis given in �16,22�. For simplicity, in this paper the
Doppler effect and Langevin noise operators will not be
taken into account.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we formu-
late the optical response of the three-level system in full
quantum theory. By adopting the method introduced in
�17,20�, the first-order linear susceptibility and third-order
nonlinear susceptibility are obtained. The linear optical re-
sponses to the Stokes and anti-Stokes fields are crucial not
only in determining their dispersion profiles and transmission
spectrums, but in controlling the spectral width of the bipho-
ton wave packet. The nonlinear susceptibility determines the
parametric conversion efficient and also governs the feature

of the two-photon amplitude or biphoton wave packet. In
Sec. III, using the first-order perturbation theory we obtain
the paired Stokes and anti-Stokes wave packet in the
Schrödinger picture. The spectral width of biphotons is de-
termined by either the phase matching or the resonant line-
widths in the third-order nonlinearity. In Sec. IV, paired
Stokes and anti-Stokes photons are studied in both the
singles and coincidence counting measurements. Consider-
ing the importance of the phase matching and nonlinearity in
determining the biphoton wave packet, we divide the two-
photon correlation into two regions: phase-matching-
determined and nonlinearity-determined. Further, we also
analyze the polarization-entangled Stokes and anti-Stokes
photons in a three-state scheme. Finally, the Summary is pro-
vided.

II. OPTICAL RESPONSE OF A THREE-LEVEL SYSTEM

We begin with a medium of identical three-level atoms or
molecules initially prepared in their ground level �1� �see
Fig. 1�a��. The idealized atoms or molecules are confined
within a long, thin cylindrical volume with a length L and
cross section area A. The averaged atomic density is N. The
schematic of an ideal three-level system is a �-type atomic
configuration shown in Fig. 1�a�. A simplified experimental
setup for paired photon generation in such a three-level sys-
tem is illustrated in Fig. 1�b�, where a weak pump laser with
angular frequency �p and a strong control field with angular
frequency �c are counterpropagating through the medium.
Paired Stokes and anti-Stokes photons are spontaneously
emitted into opposite directions, as shown in Fig. 1�b�. The
weak pump beam is applied to the atomic transition �1�
→ �3� with a detuning �p=�31−�p; and the strong control
laser is tuned to the quantum transition �2�→ �3� with a de-
tuning �c=�32−�c, where �ij =�i−� j is the transition fre-
quency from level �i� to level �j�. Two ground levels �1� and
�2� are metastable, and the energy difference between them is
��21. The generated Stokes photons have a central frequency
of �s=�32−�p and the correlated anti-Stokes photons have
a central frequency of �as=�31−�c, as indicated by the
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Four-wave mixing and biphoton gen-
eration in a three-level system. A weak pump beam with frequency
�p and detuning �p is applied to the atomic transition �1�→ �3� and
a strong control field with frequency �c and detuning �c pumps the
transition �2�→ �3�. Paired Stokes and anti-Stokes fields are irradi-
ated at the frequencies �s=�s+� and �as=�as−�, respectively. �b�
Schematic of a simplified experimental setup. In the presence of the
counterpropagating pump and control beams, paired Stokes and
anti-Stokes photons trigger photodetectors D1 and D2 in the back-
ward geometry.
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dashed lines in Fig. 1�a�. The two-photon detuning is defined
as �21=�21− ��p−�c� �or �21=�p−�c�. The character of
this nonlinear process can be profoundly modified due to the
strong intensity of control �and pump� laser and in such a
case, perturbation theory is not sufficient to describe the in-
teraction between the material and two input fields. In the
photon counting measurements, two photodetectors D1 and
D2 are arranged in the backward geometry to record the
paired Stokes-anti-Stokes photons. If kp+kc=0 is satisfied,
one can choose the right-angle experimental setup to elimi-
nate the background noise from Rayleigh scattering of the
pump and control fields. �In fact, because of no well-defined
phase matching in the backward geometry, the right-angle
experimental setup can be chosen even if kp+kc�0.� Here
kp and kc are wave vectors of the pump and control fields.
For simplicity, in this paper we will focus on an ideal system
in which the Doppler broadening will not be taken into ac-
count.

The dynamics of a single atom is characterized by its
atomic operators, which at the initial time are defined as

Qij = �i��j� �i, j = 1,2,3� ,

and satisfy the Heisenberg operator equation of motion in the
dipole approximation

Q̇mn = i�mnQmn + i�
�

�dn�EQm� − d�mEQ�n� . �1�

Here the subscripts �m ,n ,�� run over among �1, 2, 3�, E is
the total electric field operator and dn�= �n�d��� /� is the di-
pole matrix element divided by �. Considering the arrange-
ments of optical pumping, we write the positive-frequency
electric field operators as

E1e−i�pt = e−i�pt�Ep + Eas
�+�e−i��21+��t� ,

E2e−i�ct = e−i�ct�Ec + Es
�+�ei��21+��t� , �2�

where Ep and Ec represent the slowly varying amplitudes of
two classical pump and control fields, and Es

�+� and Eas
�+� are

field operators of generated Stokes and anti-Stokes photons.
In Eq. �2�, the energy conservation in the process is applied,
i.e., �p+�c−�s−�as=0. To eliminate the fast oscillating
phase terms in Eq. �1�, we introduce the following transfor-
mations:

	ii = Qii �i = 1,2,3� ,

	31 = Q31e
−i�pt,

	32 = Q32e
−i�ct,

	21 = Q21e
−i��p−�c�t. �3�

Now using Eqs. �1�–�3�, one can obtain a set of equations
which the atomic evolution obeys as follows:

	̇11 = − 
1	11 + id13�Ep
� + Eas

�−�ei��21+��t�	13

− id31�Ep + Eas
�+�e−i��21+��t�	31 + F11,

	̇22 = − 
2	22 + id23�Ec
� + Es

�−�e−i��21+��t�	23

− id32�Ec + Es
�+�ei��21+��t�	32 + F22,

	̇33 = − 
3	33 + id31�Ep + Eas
�+�e−i��21+��t�	31

− id13�Ep
� + Eas

�−�ei��21+��t�	13

+ id32�Ec + Es
�+�ei��21+��t�	32

− id23�Ec
� + Es

�−�e−i��21+��t�	23 + F33,

	̇31 = i�p	31 − id13�Ep
� + Eas

�−�ei��21+��t��	11 − 	33�

− id23�Ec
� + Es

�−�e−i��21+��t�	21 + F31,

	̇32 = i�c	32 + id23�Ec
� + Es

�−�e−i��21+��t��	33 − 	22�

− id13�Ep
� + Eas

�−�ei��21+��t�	12 + F32,

	̇21 = i�21	21 + id13�Ep
� + Eas

�−�ei��21+��t�	23

− id32�Ec + Es
�+�ei��21+��t�	31 + F21. �4�

In Eq. �4�, 
 j �j=1,2 ,3� are decay rates for each level, �p

=�p+ i
31 is the complex pump detuning with dephasing rate

31 between levels �3� and �1�, �c=�c+ i
32 is the complex
control detuning with dephasing rate 
32 between �3� and �2�,
and �21=�21+ i
21 is the two-photon complex detuning with
dephasing rate 
21 between two ground levels. F� �� ,
=1,2 ,3� are the quantum Langevin noise operators. Since
these Langevin noise operators �23� introduce the unpaired
photons, which are not of interest here, we will ignore them
from now on. Without considering the Stokes and anti-
Stokes fields, as expected from Eqs. �4� they reduce to a set
of equations, which describe the atomic dynamics of a three-
level EIT-like system.

In general, Eqs. �4� cannot be readily solved for the fields
given in Eq. �2�. Instead, we will extend the treatment in �17�
to the three-level system and try to find a solution keeping all
orders to control field Ec while maintaining the lowest order
in Es �Eas� of two weak fields. Therefore, the steady-state
solutions of Eqs. �4� are required to be of the form

	 j j = ajj + bjje
−i��21+��t + cjje

i��21+��t �j = 1,2,3� ,

	31 = a31 + b31e
−i��21+��t + c31e

i��21+��t,

	32 = a32 + b32e
−i��21+��t + c32e

i��21+��t,

	21 = a21 + b21e
−i��21+��t + c21e

i��21+��t. �5�

Here amn �m ,n=1,2 ,3� are the solutions for the case in
which only the pump �Ep� and control �Ec� fields are present
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in the system, as stated above, while the other terms are
assumed to be small such that �bmn� , �cmn�� �amn� are satis-
fied. Again, the population is assumed to be mostly distrib-
uted in the ground level �1�, i.e., setting a11	1.

We next plug the trial solution �5� into Eqs. �4� and look
at the terms with the same time dependence. As mentioned
above, we will drop any term that contains the product of
more than one small quantity. Then after some algebra, we
obtain the following quantities of interest:

a13 = −
2�21

� �p

��c�2 − 4�p
��21

�
, �6�

a23 = −
��p�2�c

2�c
����c�2 − 4�p�21�

, �7�

b23 = −
4�21

��c�2 − 4�p�21

�� − i
21���p�2d32Es
�+�

��p + � − i
32����c�2 + 4��c − � + i
31��� − i
21��
−

�p�cd13Eas
�−�

��p + � − i
32����c�2 + 4��c − � + i
31��� − i
21��
,

�8�

c13 = −
4�� + i
21�d31Eas

�+�

��c�2 + 4��c − � − i
31��� + i
21�

+
4�21

�

��c�2 − 4�p
��21

�

�p�cd23Es
�−�

��c�2 + 4��c − � − i
31��� + i
21�
,

�9�

where we have defined �p=2d31Ep as the pump Rabi fre-
quency and �c=2d32Ec as the control Rabi frequency. In the
derivation of Eqs. �6� and �9�, we have assumed that ��p� is
the dominant quantity and most of the population is located
at the ground level �i.e., a11=1�. The physics of Eqs. �6� and
�9� can be understood as follows. Equations �6� and �7� de-
scribe the optical responses of the medium to the pump and
control lasers, respectively. When the control field is tuned
resonantly with the atomic transition �2�→ �3�, these two
equations reduce to the standard EIT result, as expected. It
can be seen that the absorption to the pump beam is small
and its propagation is associated with a small group velocity
�see Eq. �6��. Similarly, the absorption to the control field is
also small, as indicated in Eq. �7�. Equations �8� and �9� give
the optical responses to the generated Stokes and anti-Stokes
fields, respectively. As we will see below, among those terms
two contribute to the linear susceptibilities and the other two
to the third-order nonlinear susceptibilities, which are the
quantities of interest in the photon pairs generation. On the
right-hand side �RHS� of Eq. �8�, the first term corresponds
to the linear response to the generated Stokes photons and
the second term to the generation of correlated photon pairs.
In addition, the linear response to the Stokes field is manipu-
lated by the EIT-like effect and Raman gain. Similarly, on the
RHS of Eq. �9�, the first term gives the information of the
linear optical response to the anti-Stokes field while the sec-
ond term is related to the third-order nonlinear susceptibility.
As one can see, the linear response has an EIT-like form and
the nonlinear part possesses two EIT-like effects, in which
one is between the pump and control.

One may notice that the nonlinear response to the anti-
Stokes field is somewhat different than that to the Stokes

field. However, to fulfill the assumption about the ground-
level population being almost unity, it requires ��p�� ��p,c�.
Under such a situation, Eqs. �8� and �9� become

b23 =
��p�2

��p�2
�� − i
21�d32Es

�+�

D����
−

�p�cd13Eas
�−�

��p − i
32�D����
, �10�

c13 = −
�� + i
21�d31Eas

�+�

D���
−

�p�cd23Es
�−�

��p − i
32�D���
, �11�

where

D��� = ��c�2 + 4��c − � − i
31��� + i
21� . �12�

Again, in deriving Eqs. �10� and �11� we have required the
pump detuning �p being the most dominant quantity. The
physics behind Eqs. �10� and �11� now is much clearer: �1�
the linear responses to the Stokes and anti-Stokes fields take
the form of EIT-like expressions, the anti-Stokes field crosses
through the medium along with the �EIT� absorption, and the
Stokes field experiences the Raman gain; and �2� the third-
order nonlinearities to �s and �as have the same format. The
contribution from the Raman gain is small compared to the
�EIT� absorption, as long as the assumption that the majority
of the population is in the ground level is satisfied. One
interesting phenomenon appears when one designs a FWM
experiment by applying the linearly polarized pump and con-
trol fields working in the degenerate case, i.e., the input
probe �Stokes or anti-Stokes� beam has the same central fre-
quency as the generated conjugate field �s=�as. This de-
generate situation can be achieved by satisfying the equality
�21=−�p±�e, where �e is the effective Rabi frequency as
defined in the following. In such an experimental arrange-
ment, there is an interference occurring between two types of
FWMs due to possible transition pathways, as discussed in
�21�. Another interesting thing appears when the scheme is
chosen to manipulate the polarization of the generated �con-
jugate� field in the three-state system. It is found that the
polarization of the generated beam is controllable by adjust-
ing the coupling detuning �c. A detailed analysis shows that
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the conjugate field may alter from the linear polarization to
the circular polarization �for details, see �21��. Third, when
�21=−�p±�e is established, in the regime of spontaneous
emission the scheme can be used to produce polarization-
entangled photon pairs, which possess many potential appli-
cations such as tests of Bell’s inequalities �24� and quantum
cryptography �25�. The generation of polarization entangle-
ment will be further discussed in Sec. IV C.

In addition, the second term on the RHS of Eq. �11�
shows a resonance whenever the pump beam is tuned to the
line center so that �p=0, or whenever the real part of the
function D��� gives a zero. In the limit �c→0, i.e., the case
of the control field resonant with transition �2�↔ �3�, the ze-
ros of D��� occur near �= ±

��c�
2 . In general, the control beam

is not exactly resonant with the atomic transition and the full
form of Eq. �12� should be kept. Solving Re�D����=0, a
doublet of resonances appears at

�± =
�c ± 
�e

2 + 4
31
21

2
, �13�

where we have introduced the effective Rabi frequency �e

=
�c
2+ ��c�2. To further understand the physical process be-

hind D���, we assume �e� �
31,
21�. Under such an as-
sumption, the doublet resonances occur at �±= ��c±�e� /2
and they are well separated. Near the resonance at �−= ��c

−�e� /2, D��� can be approximated as

D��� = 4�e�� − �− + i�−�, �− =

31 + 
21

2
+

�c

�e


21 − 
31

2
.

�14�

�− represents the linewidth of this resonance. In the case of
�c→0, �− goes to


31+
21

2 while in the case of large control
detuning, i.e., ��c�� ��c�, �− approaches 
21. In the same
way, near the resonance at �+= ��c+�e� /2, D��� can be ap-
proximated as

D��� = − 4�e�� − �+ + i�+�, �+ =

31 + 
21

2
+

�c

�e


31 − 
21

2
.

�15�

As seen from Eq. �15�, �+ also goes to

31+
21

2 as the control
is near resonant with the transition; while it reaches 
31 as
��c�� ��c�. Two types of FWMs appear behind D���. One
FWM process happens when the central frequency of the
anti-Stokes field is �as=�31−�+ and the central frequency of
the Stokes field is �s=�32−�p−�−. The other FWM occurs
as the anti-Stokes field is peaked at �as=�31−�− while the
Stokes field peaks at �s=�32−�p−�+. As expected, both
FWMs satisfy the energy conservation �p+�c−�as−�s=0.

In the following discussions, we focus on the large pump-
detuning case. Let us look at the optical response of the
atomic dipoles at frequencies �s+� and �as−�. The slowly
varying amplitudes of polarization operators for a medium
are given by Ps�−��=N�d23b23 and Pas���=N�d13c13 with
the atomic density N. It is known that the relationship be-
tween the polarization and the susceptibility is P=�0�E
+�0��3�EEE, where � is the effective linear susceptibility and

��3� is the third-order nonlinear susceptibility. Utilizing Eqs.
�10� and �11�, one can obtain

�s�− �� =
N��d32�2��p�2�� − i
21�

�0��p�2D����
, �16�

�as��� = −
N��d31�2�� + i
21�

�0D���
, �17�

�s
�3��− �� = −

4N��d13d23�2

�0��p − i
32�D����
, �18�

�as
�3���� = −

4N��d23d13�2

�0��p − i
32�D���
. �19�

The linear susceptibilities �s�−�� and �as��� determine the
dispersion profile and transmission spectrum of the generated
Stokes and anti-Stokes fields passing through the medium,
respectively. In general, the natural spectral width of photon
pairs is controlled by the phase dispersion, which is depen-
dent on the linear susceptibility as shall be discussed below.
The third-order nonlinear susceptibilities �s

�3��−�� and
�as

�3���� will govern the parametric conversion efficiency of
twin beams, and meanwhile they play an important role in
the two-photon amplitude �or biphoton wave packet�. For
example, the integration over the full frequency spectrum
will yield the two-photon spectral width around the residues
�15,17�. Comparing this width with that from the phase dis-
persion, a narrower one will play a major role in the bipho-
ton wave packet. Equations �16�–�19� have also included the
effect of power broadening. It is useful to look at the features
of these optical responses. In Fig. 2, we have plotted the
linear and nonlinear optical responses to the anti-Stokes
field. The first-order susceptibility to the anti-Stokes beam is
depicted in Fig. 2�a�, where the blue solid line describes the
real part and the red point line is the imaginary part. The
third-order nonlinear susceptibility is shown in Fig. 2�b�. As
seen from Fig. 2�b�, in the spectrum of paired photon gen-
eration, there are doublet resonances, which indicate two
types of FWMs discussed above. The doublet resonances are
separated by the effective Rabi frequency �e. The linear re-
sponses to these doublets behave as a two-level system �see
Fig. 2�a��. The slopes of the real part of the linear suscepti-
bility determine the group velocity while the imaginary part
controls the transmission profile.

Before proceeding with the discussion, let us look at the
phase matching of the FWM processes in a three-level sys-
tem. The propagation constants of two weak fields within the
medium are given by kas= ��as+�� /vas and ks= ��s−�� /vs,
respectively. vs and vas are group velocities of Stokes and
anti-Stokes photons propagating through the system, which
are defined by v=c / �n+��dn /d���. n��� is the refractive
index experienced by each weak field and is defined as n
=
1+Re���, where Re�x� stands for choosing the real part of
the quantity x. It is found that only when the coupling laser is
�near� resonant, i.e., �c→0, the group velocity of the anti-
Stokes field will be dramatically changed because of the EIT
effect. Otherwise, its group velocity can be set as the speed
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of light in the vacuum c. For the Stokes field, its group
velocity approaches c because of ��p /�p��1. Therefore, the
group velocity of the anti-Stokes field is

vas =
c

1 +
�31

2

d Re��as����
d�

=
c

1 +
N��d31�2�31

2�0��c�2

, �20�

as the monochromatic control field is tuned near resonantly
with its quantum transition. In the counterpropagating geom-
etry, the resulting wave-number mismatch is

�k = kp − kc + kas − ks = � 1

vas
+

1

c
�� +

2�21

c
, �21�

where kp,c=�p,c /c, ks= ��s−�� /c, and kas=�as /c+� /vas.
The bandwidth due to the group delay can then be estimated
as ���

cvas

�c+vas�L
. One special case comes about if kp=kc. In

such a case, paired Stokes and anti-Stokes photons are radi-
ated into the whole 4� space. However, if kp�kc the gener-
ated Stokes and anti-Stokes photons have the directionality
and the emitted cones are aligned by the phase mismatching
between the pump and control fields, even though the total
phase mismatching for FMW is the same as given in Eq.
�21�. On the other hand, the propagations of the Stokes and
anti-Stokes beams are limited by the transmission spectral
widths. It is known that the transmission spectral width is
determined by the imaginary part of the linear susceptibility
�. Considering the situations here, the transmission profile
plays the role only as the control field is near resonant with
its transition. In such a case, the anti-Stokes transmission
will be controlled by the EIT transparency window. From the
expression for the transmission T���=e−Im���kL, one can ob-
tain the transmission bandwidth, which is given by

��tr =
 c

�asL

d2 Im��as����
d�2

=
 �0c��c�4

8N��d31�2�31L�
31 + 2
21�
, �22�

where Im�x� means choosing the imaginary part of the quan-
tity x. Again, Eq. �17� has been used in deriving Eq. �22�.
Including the linear absorption �or gain� into the phase mis-
matching, we can extend Eq. �21� as �26�

�k = � 1

vas
+

1

c
�� +

2�21

c
+ i

Im��as��as + Im��s��s

c
.

�23�

It should be noted that the above result is only valid in the
low-gain regime.

Let us look at an example. Consider the 87Rb D2 line
transition and the parameters are chosen as: L=2 cm,
N=2�1017 atoms/m3, 
31=
32=2��3 MHz, �21=2�
�480 MHz, �31=2��380 THz, 
21=2��0.6 MHz,
��p�=80
31, and ��c�=80
31. The control laser is tuned reso-
nant with its atomic-transition channel. The spectral width
resulting from the phase mismatching is at least ���2�
�91.5 MHz and from the transmission profile is ��tr
2��315 MHz. By comparing with the linewidths of
resonances for paired Stokes and anti-Stokes photons, the
biphoton bandwidth is almost determined by the linewidths
instead of either the phase dispersion or the transmission
profiles. Two resonances are separated around 80
31�2�
�240 MHz and are inside the transmission spectrum.

III. BIPHOTON WAVE PACKET
IN A THREE-LEVEL SYSTEM

Following the treatment used in �9,16�, in this section we
formulate the biphoton wave packet in a three-level system
by perturbation theory. In the interaction picture the effective
Hamiltonian is given by

HI = ��
V

d3r�as
�3����EpEcEs

�−�Eas
�−� + H.c., �24�

where V is the interaction volume illuminated by the pump
and control beams together and H.c. stands for the Hermitian
conjugate. The generated Stokes and anti-Stokes photons are
given by the quantized fields

Ej
�+� = �

kj

Ejakj
ei�kj·r−�jt� �j = s,as� , �25�

where Ej = i
�� j /2�0nj
2Vq with the refraction index nj and

the quantization volume Vq. The wave vectors k j are evalu-
ated inside the material and akj

are the annihilation operators
at the output surface associated with k j. To simplify the cal-
culations, the pump and control beams are taken as the clas-

(
)

a
s

χ
δ

(3
) (

)
as

χ
δ

31

δ
γ

=
31

δ
γ

=

(a) (b)

Γ Γ

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� The
linear optical response �as��� to
the anti-Stokes field: the blue
solid line represents the real part
of the linear susceptibility and the
red point line is the imaginary
part. �b� The doublet resonances
shown in the third-order nonlinear
susceptibility ��as

�3����� of the anti-
Stokes beam.
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sical plane waves. In the Hamiltonian �24� we have made the
rotating-wave approximation and neglected the reflections
from the medium surfaces.

Considering the weak nonlinear interaction, we can obtain
the initial state of paired Stokes-anti-Stokes photons by the
first-order perturbation theory in the interaction picture. The
calculation of the state vector to first order in perturbation
theory gives

��� = �0� −
i

�
�

�

dtHI�0� = �0� + �
ks

�
kas

F�ks,kas�aks

† akas

† �0� .

�26�

As seen in Eq. �26�, ��� is a superposition of the vacuum
state �0� and states with many numbers of pairs of photons.
When the nonlinearity is very small, the second term on the
RHS of Eq. �26� approximately reduces to the biphoton state.
Since the vacuum state is not interesting here, we ignore the
first term in ��� and only keep the second one. So, the two-
photon state reads

��� = �
ks

�
kas

F�ks,kas�aks

† akas

† �0� . �27�

F�ks ,kas� is called the two-photon spectral function and it
takes the form

F�ks,kas� = ���p + �c − �s − �as����kL�Htr��s,�as,�� .

�28�

In Eq. �28�, the Dirac � function comes from the time inte-
gral and states the energy conservation.  is a constant, 
= i�
�s�as�as

�3�EpEc. ���kL� is the longitudinal detuning
function, which is the z integral from −L to 0 over the length
of the medium

���kL� =
1 − ei�kL

i�kL
, �29�

where �k=kp−kc+kas−ks is the �complex� phase mismatch-
ing along the longitudinal axis and given in Eq. �21� �or Eq.
�23��. Htr��s ,�as ,�� is called the transverse detuning func-
tion, which is the integral over the area A of intersection of
the beam cross section

Htr��s,�as,�� =
1

A
�

A

d2�e−i��s+�as�·�. �30�

In Eq. �30� we have assumed that A is independent of z. �s
and �as are transverse wave vectors of Stokes and anti-
Stokes photons, respectively. � is in the transverse plane nor-
mal to the longitudinal axis z. In the limit of a medium with
infinite length and cross area, � and Htr both become �
functions. Combining with the energy-conservation � func-
tion, they together form perfect phase matching conditions:
�p+�c−�as−�s=0 and kp+kc+ks+kas=0. The natural
spectral width of the biphoton wave packet is determined by
the longitudinal detuning function �. However, as discussed
above the linewidths of generated fields also govern the
range of bandwidth of the two-photon state. As the example
given in Sec. II, the spectral width of paired Stokes-anti-

Stokes is mainly determined by the resonance linewidths for
two FWMs. In such a case, the longitudinal detuning func-
tion is close to unity and the properties of biphotons are
mainly determined by the third-order nonlinear susceptibility
��3�. In the two-photon coincidence counting measurement,
the correlation will reveal the feature of ��3� as we shall see
in the next section.

To simplify the following discussions, we assume that the
intersection between the pump and control beams is constant
and large enough such that the transverse detuning function
�30� is approximated as a � function. In addition, in this
paper we are interested in the two-photon temporal correla-
tion and the wave vectors are replaced by the wave numbers.
The transverse effects in paired Stokes and anti-Stokes pho-
tons can be analyzed by following the procedure introduced
in �16,22�.

IV. PHOTON COUNTING MEASUREMENT

To study the optical properties of biphotons produced
from a three-level system, we begin with a simple experi-
ment of photon detection measurement, as shown in Fig.
1�b�. In the counterpropagating geometry, paired photons are
spontaneously emitted and recorded by detectors D1 and D2.
If kp+kc=0, the generated Stokes and anti-Stokes photons
can trigger both detectors and the right-angle experimental
setup can be used to eliminate the Rayleigh-scattering back-
ground. The joint detection will exhibit a symmetric distri-
bution. In general, kp+kc�0 and this results in the direc-
tionality of generated Stokes and anti-Stokes photons. As a
consequence, the two-photon correlation is guided by this
phase mismatching. Without loss of generality, we assume
that the Stokes photons fire detector D2 while the anti-Stokes
photons go to detector D1.

A. Single-photon detection

First, let us look at the single-photon detection. To study
the singles properties of the radiation, we consider an experi-
ment like that depicted in Fig. 1�b� with detector D2 re-
moved. The average photon counting rate is given by

Ras = lim
T→�

1

T
�

0

T

dt1���E1
�−�E1

�+���� , �31�

where the free-space electromagnetic field E1
�+� is defined in

analogy with Eq. �25� and it is evaluated at detector D1’s
coordinates, spatial position r1 and trigger time t1. For sim-
plicity, the detector efficiency is assumed to be 100%.

The second-order field correlation function in Eq. �31�
may be written as

���E1
�−�E1

�+���� = �
k

��0�akE1
�+�����2. �32�

Using Eq. �27�, from Eq. �32� one can obtain

�0�akE1
�+���� = �

k1

�
ks

�
kas

e−i�1�1F�ks,kas��ks,k
�kas,k1

,

�33�

where �1= t1−r1 /c. Substituting Eq. �33� into Eq. �32� gives
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���E1
�−�E1

�+���� = �
k

��
kas

e−i�as�1F�k,kas��2. �34�

To further simplify the calculation, we treat the transverse
detuning function �30� as a � function so that the wave vec-
tors can be replaced by wave numbers. To evaluate the Dirac
� function in F�k ,kas�, a summation over a wave number is
converted into an angular frequency integral

�
kj

→
VQ

1/3

2�
� d� j

dkj

d� j
=

VQ
1/3

2�
� d� j

v j
. �35�

The single-photon counting rate hence becomes

Ras = R0� d���as
�3�������kL��2, �36�

where all the slowly varying terms and constants are ab-
sorbed into R0. It is obvious that the singles counting rate has
no structure on time, as expected.

B. Two-photon coincidence detection

Next, we concentrate on the two-photon temporal corre-
lation, which is the quantity of primary interest. To study the
optical properties of paired Stokes and anti-Stokes photons
from a three-level system, we look at a simple experiment of
photon coincidence counting measurement, as illustrated in
Fig. 1�b�. The polarization properties of generated weak
fields will be discussed in Sec. IV C.

The averaged two-photon coincidence counting rate is de-
fined by Glauber’s theory,

Rcc = lim
T→�

1

T
�

0

T

dt1�
0

T

dt2���E1
�−���1�E2

�−���2�E2
�+���2�E1

�+���1�

����W��1 − �2� . �37�

Again, Ej
�+��� j� �j=1,2� are the free-space electromagnetic

fields, which are evaluated at detector Dj’s coordinates rj and
tj �i.e., setting � j = tj −rj /c�. W��1−�2� is the coincidence win-
dow function: W=1 for ��1−�2�� tc; otherwise, W=0. For
the narrow-band biphoton generation analyzed here, tc is suf-
ficiently large so that one may set W=1. In addition, we have
implicitly taken the detectors’ efficiencies to be 100% to sim-
plify the discussion. By making use of Eq. �27�, the fourth-
order field correlation function appearing in Eq. �37� can be
written as

���E1
�−���1�E2

�−���2�E2
�+���2�E1

�+���1����

= ��0�E2
�+���2�E1

�+���1�����2

= �A12��1,�2��2, �38�

where the completeness relation is applied. Generally, A12���
is referred to as the two-photon amplitude, or biphoton wave
packet.

For simplicity, we assume that there are no filters put
before the detectors. From Eq. �38�, one thus obtains

A12��1,�2� = �
k1

�
k2

Ek1
Ek2

e−i��1�1+�2�2��0�ak2
ak1

��� , �39�

where the wave vectors are replaced by the corresponding
wave numbers. With the help of Eq. �27�, the last term on the
RHS of Eq. �39� becomes

�0�ak2
ak1

��� = �
ks

�
kas

F�ks,kas��k1kas
�k2ks

. �40�

Making use of Eq. �28� and converting the summations into
the Kronecker �, one can find

A12��1,�2� = �
kas

�
ks

A0�as
�3����p + �c − �as

− �s����kL�e−i��1�1+�2�2�. �41�

Here all the slowly varying terms and constants are absorbed
into A0. Converting the sums in Eq. �41� into the usual an-
gular frequency integral and using Eq. �23�, the two-photon
amplitude �Eq. �41�� can be finally evaluated as

A12��+,�−� = A0e−i���p+�c��+/2�e−i���as−�s��−/2�

�� d��as
�3����sinc��L

2
� 1

vas
+

1

c
� +

�21L

c
�

�ei��L/2�1/�as+1/c�−�−�, �42�

where Eqs. �21� and �29� have been used and all the slowly
varying phase terms and constants are grouped into A0. In
Eq. �42� we have denoted �+=�1+�2 and �−=�1−�2. As seen
from Eq. �42�, the profile of paired Stokes and anti-Stokes
photons is determined by both the phase mismatching and
the structure of the third-order nonlinear susceptibility. In the
following, we will look at the feature of the two-photon in-
terference in two different regions: �1� the effect from the
phase mismatching is dominant; and �2� the effect from the
third-order nonlinear susceptibility is dominant. Before mov-
ing to each case, let us express the third-order nonlinear sus-
ceptibility as

�as
�3���� =

N��d31d32�2

�0��p − i
32�
1

�� − �+ + i�+��� − �− + i�−�
,

�43�

where we have used Eqs. �14�, �15�, and �19�. Substituting
Eq. �43� into Eq. �42� and keeping only the majority quanti-
ties of interest, the biphoton wave packet �Eq. �42�� becomes

A12��+,�−� = A0e−i���p+�c��+/2�e−i���as−�s��_/2�

�� d�
ei���L/2�as�−�_�

�� − �+ + i�+��� − �− + i�−�

�sinc� �L

2vas
+

�21L

c
� . �44�

All the slowly varying terms and constants are grouped into
A0. The physics of biphoton generation in a three-level sys-
tem is obvious: the biphoton wave packet �44� �and Eq. �42��
is a convolution between the phase matching and structure of
the third-order nonlinear susceptibility. From now on Eq.
�44� is the starting point for the following discussions.
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1. Phase-mismatching-determined biphoton wave packet

First of all, let us look at the case that the phase mis-
matching is dominant in determining the profile of the bipho-
ton wave packet. In such a case, the optical depth of the
material is sufficiently large so that the anti-Stokes field
propagates through the medium with ultrasmall group veloc-
ity. To achieve this, it requires a dense medium and the con-
trol field needs to be tuned near resonant with its atomic
transition. When fully satisfied with these two requirements,
the feature of the two-photon amplitude in Eq. �44� is mainly
determined by the material dispersion, i.e.,

A1��+,�� = A1e−i���p+�c��+/2�e−i���as−�s��/2�

��
−�

�

sinc� �L

2vas
+

�21L

c
�ei���L/2�as�−��d� .

�45�

Again, all the constants have been absorbed into A1. From
now on, we will denote �− as �, as done in Eq. �45�. As seen
from the above equation, the two-photon amplitude is a Fou-
rier transform of a sinc function. Performing the integral
yields

A1��+,�� = A1�1��+��1��� , �46�

�1��+� = e−i���p+�c��+/2�, �47�

�1��� = e−i���as−�s��/2�ei�2�21�as�/c����,
L

vas
� . �48�

In Eq. �48�, the step function ��� ,L /vas� is one if
�� �0,L /vas� and vanishes otherwise; because of vas /c�1,
the second phase term on the RHS of Eq. �48� is negligible
compared with the first one. The physics of Eq. �46� is un-
derstood as follows. Because the two-photon state is en-
tangled, it cannot be factorized into a function of �1 times a
function of �2. The term �1��+� tells that the pair can be
randomly created at any time within the medium. If the wave
packets of the pump and control beams are rather than a
plane wave, this term �1��+� would become a wave packet
with a coherence length of the pump and control. The func-
tion �1��� is a step function modified by the beating fre-
quency between paired Stokes and anti-Stokes photons.

By using Eqs. �46� and �48�, the two-photon coincidence
counting rate �Eq. �37�� now becomes

Rc1��� = R1���,
L

vas
� , �49�

where R1 is the grouped constant. The result of Eq. �49�
indicates that in the phase-mismatching-dominant case, the
two-photon correlation gives the feature of the conventional
SPDC. In such a case, the information about the mechanism
of generating paired Stokes and anti-Stokes photons inside
the material �see Sec. IV B 2� is washed out by the phase-
matching condition. In the counterpropagation geometry, if
kp+kc=0 is well satisfied, then Rc1��� is a symmetric picture
and the feature of photon bunching will be observed.

2. Nonlinear-susceptibility-determined biphoton wave packet

Next, we consider the case that the structure of the third-
order nonlinear susceptibility �as

�3���� mainly determines the
profile of the biphoton wave packet. To obtain such a case, it
requires that the optical depth is not quite so large that the
spectral width of the biphoton wave packet is mainly depen-
dent on the structure of ��3�, not upon the effects from the
first-order optical response �. The two-photon amplitude in
Eq. �44� now turns out to be the Fourier transform of
�as

�3����,

A2��+,�� = A2e−i���p+�c��+/2�e−i���as−�s��/2�

�� e−i��d�

�� − �+ + i�+��� − �− + i�−�
. �50�

Again, A2 has absorbed all the constants and slowly varying
terms. By calculating the residues in Eq. �50�, it gives

A2��+,�� = A2�2��+��2��� , �51�

�2��+� = e−i���p+�c��+/2�, �52�

�2��� = ei���21−�p��/2��e−i��e�/2�e−�+� − ei��e�/2�e−�−�� .

�53�

The physics behind �2��� is that in the two-photon ampli-
tude, there is a destructive interference between two types of
FWMs concealed in �as

�3����, as discussed in Sec. II. The first
term in the brackets on the RHS of Eq. �53� represents the
two-photon amplitude between paired anti-Stokes �central
frequency at �as=�31−�−� and Stokes �central frequency at
�s=�32−�p−�+� with the spectral width �+; while the sec-
ond term is the two-photon amplitude between paired anti-
Stokes �peaked at �as=�31−�+� and Stokes �peaked at �s
=�32−�p−�−� with spectral width �−. The sum of these two
two-photon amplitudes is manifested by a slowly oscillating
phase term. To further see the interference between two types
of FWMs, let us examine the two-photon coincidence count-
ing rate.

By substituting Eqs. �51� and �53� into Eq. �37�, it is easy
to find

Rc2��� = R2�e−2�+� + e−2�−� − 2 cos��e��e−��++�−��� ,

�54�

where R2 is a constant. Now the physics is obvious: the first
term in Eq. �54� corresponds to the correlation between
paired anti-Stokes �central frequency at �as=�31−�−� and
Stokes �central frequency at �s=�32−�p−�+�, the second
one to the correlation between paired anti-Stokes �peaked at
�as=�31−�+� and Stokes �peaked at �s=�32−�p−�−�, and
the third one appears as a destructive interference between
two previous terms. The two-photon interference pattern is a
damped Rabi oscillation and the oscillation frequency is
equal to the effective Rabi frequency �e. The damping rate
is determined by the resonant linewidths in the doublets. At
�=0, the function Rc2 vanishes, exhibiting the photon anti-
bunching-like effect. As �→�, Rc2 also approaches to zero.
When the control field is near resonant with its transition
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channel, the spectral widths of two types of FWMs are the
same, i.e., �+=�−=


31+
21

2 . Under such a situation, Eq. �54�
reduces to a simple form

Rc2��� = R2�1 − cos��e���e−�
31+
21��. �55�

If kp=kc, Rc2��� is a symmetric distribution about �=0, be-
cause spontaneously emitted paired photons can trigger both
detectors D1 and D2.

Comparing with the case discussed in the above section,
the main difference comes from that whose effect plays a key
role in determining the properties of the biphoton wave
packet between the linear response and the third-order non-
linearity. If the effects �dispersion and transmission� from the
first-order susceptibility are dominant, then the information
about the two types of FWM processes are hidden by the
longer timing due to the dispersion. However, in the case that
spectral widths of biphotons are determined by the resonance
linewidths instead of the phase-matching condition, the two-
photon interference pattern displays the structure of the
third-order optical response.

In Fig. 3, the patterns of the two-photon coincidence
counting rate are simulated for the cases discussed above.
Figure 3�a� represents the situation that the phase mismatch-
ing determines the spectral width of the biphoton wave
packet. Rc1��� gives a feature of Heaviside function. In Fig.
3�b�, the two-photon wave packet is determined by the third-
order nonlinear susceptibility. The �red� solid line describes
that the control field is resonant with its transition channel.
The �blue� point line assumes that the control detuning is
equal to its Rabi frequency. The two-photon coincidences
Rc2��� are a damped Rabi oscillation with oscillation period
2� /�e and decay rate 
31+
21. At �=0, Rc2 goes to zero,
indicating a destructive interference occurring between two
types of FWM processes in such a case. If kp+kc=0, sym-
metric features about �=0 are expected to be observed. Com-
paring Fig. 3�a� with Fig. 3�b�, one difference is that around
�=0, Fig. 3�a� gives the photon bunching effect while Fig.
3�b� exhibits the photon antibunching effect.

C. Polarization-entanglement generation

As mentioned in Sec. II, the scheme can be used to gen-
erate polarization-entangled Stokes and anti-Stokes photons,
such as the degenerate type-II SPDC. In this section, we

focus on the polarization-entangled state for different cases.
As shown in Fig. 4, two counterpropagating pump and con-
trol lasers are circularly polarized with 	+−	− configuration
and applied to a three-state system. Polarization-entangled
biphotons are spontaneously emitted into the backward ge-
ometry. Since kp�kc, the detection system is better to be
operated in the collinear-propagation experimental setup.
�The right-angle geometry still works in this case except that
the collection efficiency is decreased, because of the direc-
tionality of the input lasers.� Following the analysis in Sec.
IV B, there are two different cases to achieve polarization-
entangled photon pairs. One case is that the biphoton wave
packet is mainly determined by the phase-matching condi-
tion �see Sec. IV B 1�. As the experiment operates in this
region, the intrinsic mechanism of biphoton generation is
washed out by the phase matching. Satisfying the require-
ment of �21=−�p−�c, one can obtain the polarization-
entangled Stokes and anti-Stokes state as in the degenerate
type-II SPDC. The normalized state reads

��+� =
1

2

��	−�s�	+�as + �	+�s�	−�as� , �56�

where the left- and right-circularly polarized single-photon
states are donated as �	−� and �	+�, respectively. Equation
�56� is one member out of a set of four states known as Bell
states.
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The second case is that the structure of the biphoton wave
packet is almost controlled by the third-order nonlinearity,
i.e., two types of FWM processes will be revealed in the
coincidence counting measurement, as discussed in Sec.
IV B 2. To obtain the polarization entanglement in such a
case, there are two opportunities as mentioned in Sec. II;
�21=−�p±�e. Alternatively, one can choose one FWM to
create the polarization-entangled state and leave the other
nonpolarization entangled because of the energy difference.
Suppose that the condition �21=−�p+�e is satisfied. The
output state at the surfaces then becomes

��+���� =
1

2
e−i��e�/2�e−�+���	−�s�	+�as + �	+�s�	−�as�

−
1

2

ei��e�/2�e−�−��1�as�1�s, �57�

where �1�as�1�s represents the nonpolarization-entangled pho-
ton pairs in which the anti-Stokes is peaked at �31−�− and
the Stokes is peaked at �31−�−−2�e. The nonpolarization-
entangled paired photons will increase the background coin-
cidences and decrease the visibility in the application of the
optical test of local realistic theories and Bell’s theorem.
Hence, to fulfill the testing, filtering one type of FWM pro-
cess is necessary to eliminate the nonpolarization-entangled
part and enhance the visibility.

As shown in the above, the efficiency of paired Stokes
and anti-Stokes photons is proportional to the third-order
nonlinearity ��3�. To enhance the efficiency of polarization-
entangled photon pairs, it is desirable to increase the inten-
sity of the control beam and/or decrease the pump detuning.
Since these entangled photons have narrow bandwidth, long
coherence time and coherence length, they are useful for
long distance quantum communication by using EIT as quan-
tum memory to manipulate the nonclassical light �27�.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have extensively studied the optical
properties of the paired Stokes and anti-Stokes generation in
a three-level double-� system in the large pump-detuning
case. To catch the physics instead of the complicated analy-
sis, the Doppler broadening and quantum Langevin noise are
not taken into account. The third-order nonlinear susceptibil-
ity shows that there are two types of FWMs happening in the
system. Working in the counterpropagation geometry, we

find that in general, the biphoton wave packet is a convolu-
tion of the longitudinal detuning function and the third-order
nonlinear susceptibility. Therefore, the two-photon amplitude
is divided into two regimes according to the dominant effect
from either the phase matching or the doublet resonances
shown in ��3�. When the phase matching determines the
properties of the biphoton wave packet, the coincidence
counting rate gives the pattern as the conventional SPDC.
The detailed information of two types of biphoton generation
is washed out by the phase matching because of its longer
timing window. If the spectral width of the biphoton wave
packet is mainly characterized by the resonant linewidths of
the doublet, the two-photon joint detection probability re-
veals two FWMs occurring in the medium. The two-photon
correlation pattern gives a damped Rabi oscillation due to the
destructive interference between two types of FWM pro-
cesses. The oscillation frequency is equal to the effective
Rabi frequency �e, and the damping rate is determined by
the resonant linewidths �+ and �−. The theory agrees with
the experiment in such a case. If kp+kc=0 is satisfied, the
pattern of the two-photon temporal correlation is a symmet-
ric distribution. One can choose the right-angle geometry to
eliminate the Rayleigh scattering of the pump and control
beams in such a situation. If kp+kc�0, a collinear-
propagation scheme is better to collect paired Stokes and
anti-Stokes photons.

We have also examined generating the polarization-
entangled state in two situations in a three-state system. If
the phase matching controls the biphoton wave packet, the
state takes the same form as the conventional degenerate
type-II SPDC case. If the doublet resonances play the domi-
nant role in determining the two-photon amplitude, the out-
put state at the material surfaces is a mixture of polarization-
entangled part plus nonpolarization-entangled part. This
latter case will increase the background coincidences in test-
ing the realistic theories and Bell’s theorem, and as a result
decrease the visibility. To fulfill the testing, filtering one type
of FWM process is necessary to enhance the visibility.
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